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PROJECT OVERVIEW:

Visual merchandising is the design of an environment, such as a
retail shop, a display, a shop window or a showroom.
It is a very key element of the customer experience and brand
identity.

The design of the retail environment has a direct and significant
impact on the consumer’s (customer’s) behaviour and influences
their decision making when shopping.

This mini summer project has been designed to allow you to step
into that world by introducing you to different examples of visual
merchandising for you to observe over summer.

It's a fun way of starting this exciting, fast paced and innovative
course!

Using any Highstreet of your choice, decide upon a store to use for
your case study below… you won’t look at the shop in the same way
again after you unlock these strategic approaches to Visual
Merchandising!!

http://www.morplan.com


WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:

● Using the 12 Visual Merchandising techniques below; take a trip to the High Street (local or
further afield…London etc.)

● Walk around different shops and choose ONE to create a visual case study of.
● Take as many photos as many of the 12 techniques below as you can find.
● Present your photos in Google slide and have ONE slide per technique and label it with the

technique e.g ‘window display’

Have fun with this - this is not a test - it's about introducing you to the way a Visual Merchandiser and
Stylist might look at a shop… their blank canvas and how they create within it.

1: Display Windows:

These are the glass enclosures on the exterior walls of the
shop. They are often designed with elaborate displays to
attract customers and capture the essence of the brand.
Display windows are one of the most creative aspects of
marketing.

2: Store Layout:

This is designed to encourage customers to spend more
time shopping. For example people naturally tend to start at
the left side of a shop. If there layouts in the store that
direct them to the right they will spend more time in the
shop.

3: Interior Displays:

These are the eye-catching displays of products in the
shop. For example



4: Mannequins:

Mannequins are models of humans for interior or window
displays. They allow clothing to be displayed and shown as
it would be worn, and with supporting accessories that will
be on sale in the shop nearby on product or seasonal
displays.  Mannequins often are designed to not look like
humans, due to the Uncanny Valley effect and some are
headless too.

5: Point of Purchase Display:

These are the products arranged near tills and checkouts,
and sell well to the target audience of customers who make
last minute purchases. Therefore these items are small and
often things that customers would buy on impulse with a
low price range.

6: Lighting Design:

The lighting has a significant impact on the environment
and atmosphere of a shop and also how the products
appear. For example soft ambient lighting may give a sense
of luxury and serenity. where as fluorescent lighting or
flickering lighting, may feel artificial and cheap.

7: Music:

Music impacts our mood, and in a shop environment can have a significant impact on the customers
mood and shopping behaviour.

8: Scent:

Essential oils and compound aromas are becoming increasingly common in retail stores to set the
mood for the environment.



9: Interior Design:

These are things such as the; structural space, fittings,
fixtures, colour scheme, textures (changing room curtains
and seating etc.) architectural features and decorative
elements (plants etc) of the inside of a shop.

10: Graphics:

This is the signage and the style, size and colour of the
graphics.

11: Seasonal Displays:

If an event or season is coming up such as Christmas,
Easter, Halloween, NYE, etc. it is common practice for this
to ‘flood’ the retail environment.



12:Product Displays:

Less is more…more is less? This depends on the target
audience, and market level. Luxury brands often present
their products minimally with generous space, which feels
like an art gallery or museum. Lower end retail shops will
put as many products as possible in an available space.

If you have not used Google slides before;
there is a handy guide for setting up your
google slides in your portal for you to access.

Have a fabulous Summer and
we look forward to seeing you

in September!


